CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

Newspaper has an important role to get knowledge and share information in the latest news. Newspapers are read by a large number of people, so the news is easily accessible. It is cheap to buy newspapers and readers can read the news anytime. Almost all of the latest news covered in newspapers provides information about the latest trends happening in the world. Newspaper provides any kind of information there are politics, economics, education, lifestyles, traveling, sports, and more.

*Harian Pagi Surya* is one of the largest print media companies in East Java. *Harian Pagi Surya* provides news both hard news and soft news. *Harian Pagi Surya* gives local news which are about east java and soft news attend to complement. The writer had the job training from 30th January 2017 until 05th March 2017 as a journalist in *Harian Pagi Surya*. *Harian Pagi Surya* was established on 24th October 1983 by Ivans Harsono as a leader and a number of Journalists. Recently, it is located on jalan Rungkut Industri III No. 68 & 70 Surabaya.

As a journalist in “Thematic Desk”, the writer had to search the informant which related to the themes. Then, the writer had to interview with the informant. After that, the writer had to write the article of the interview to gave to the supervisor. However, the writer had some mistakes which were wrote the article and less understood about journalism in style structure of Thematic. But
otherwise, the articles were often published by the supervisor. During the internship, the writer has learned more about journalism and she had to disciplined in did assignments. In workplace it was important to do. From many experiences that she got, the writer proud of herself because her name clearly wrote in the newspaper that article or news were made by the writer. Harian Pagi Surya give opportunities to the writer, especially in English Media and Advertisement.